In this paper, we examine the role of emotional acoustic cues including both prosody and voice quality parameters for the modification of a word sense. For the extraction of prosody parameters and voice quality parameters, we used 60 pieces of speech data spoken by six speakers with five different emotional states. We analyzed eight different emotional acoustic cues, and used a discriminant analysis technique in order to find the dominant sequence of acoustic cues. As a result, we found that anger has a close relation with intensity level and 2nd formant bandwidth range; joy has a relative relation with the position of 2nd
and 3rd formant values and intensity level; sadness has a strong relation only with prosody cues such as intensity level and pitch level; and fear has a relation with pitch level and 2nd formant value with its bandwidth range. These findings can be used as the guideline for find-tuning an emotional spoken language generation system, because these distinct sequences of acoustic cues reveal the subtle characteristics of each emotional state.
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During an everyday conversation, we usually choose a specific word or a phrase in order to deliver an intended meaning considering its inherent word sense and mood. But depending on the context information and its pronunciation, inherent word sense can be modified [1] .
For example, a Korean word '예' which corresponds to 'yes' in English has an affirmative word sense, whereas '아니요' which means 'no' has a meaning of denial. But in case of answers for negative interrogative sentences, '예' delivers a meaning of denial, and '아니요' an affirmative word sense. In addition, same piece of speech will imply different discourse-pragmatic word senses if it pronounced in different ways. If a word is spoken in an emotional state of anger, then the inherent word sense will become more negative, and if it is pronounced in an emotions state of joy, the meaning will be more positive.
Gravano et al. [2] examined the effect of contextual and acoustic cues in the disambiguation of three discourse functions of the word 'okay'. Seen from the acoustic point of view, this work was only focused on the prosodic structures of the discourse marker 'okay' such as pitch, intensity, duration. But in order to find the relation between different pronunciations and their effects on the modification of word senses, prosody structures and voice quality information such as formants and their bandwidths should be considered in a coordinated manner. One reason is that, for the case of anger and joy, it is wildly believed that they have similar prosody structures, such as fast speech rate, high average pitch value, wide pitch range, and high intensity level, even though they have opposite emotional meanings and distinct pronunciations [3] [4] [5] .
In this paper, we examine the role of the emotional acoustic cues including both prosody and voice quality parameters for the modification of word sense. For this purpose, pitch and intensity values are considered as prosody cues, three formant values and their bandwidth ranges are regarded as voice quality cues [6] .
Ⅱ. Corpus
As an experimental data, we used the Korean emotional speech corpus that is distributed by the Speech Information Technology & Industry Promotion Center (Si-TEC, http://www.sitec.or.kr). This speech corpus was recorded by three professional actors and three actresses in a sound-proof room, and is composed of emotionally neutral ten sentences with six different emotions (joy, anger, sadness, fear, boredom, and neutral). Detailed information for each speakers are listed in Table 1 An AKG C414-B ULS microphone was used with 16KHz sample rate, and each speech was stored as a 16 bit wave file format. The Korean emotional speech corpus had been evaluated by twenty subjects (eighteen males, two females), and anger turned out to be the most perceivable emotion, and fear, the most confusing one. But the overall acceptance rate is more than 80% (average 85.9%) as shown in Table 2 In this paper, we used two sentences, '예' and '아 니요' which have positive and negative inherent meanings respectively, spoken by six speakers considering five emotions (anger, fear, joy, neutral, and sadness). For each type of sentence, thirty pieces of speech data are provided for data analysis.
Ⅲ. Data Analysis
For the analysis of the prosody structure of sixty pieces of speech data, we used mean value of each pitch (f0) contour and intensity contour. Before the extraction of f0 contour, we applied a pitch contour smoothing algorithm to reduce noise values and errors.
And for the analysis of voice quality parameters, we extracted continuous 1st, 2nd, and 3rd formant (F1, F2, and F3) values and their band-width (B1, B2, and B3) ranges. For the reason that the analyzed locations or values of the formant are very sensitive according to the predefined environmental parameters, we manually adjusted maximum range of formant (from 4,000Hz to 5,500Hz) and number of formants (4~6) considering their spectrograms. Instead of the use of traditional mean values, we provided mid-hinge values for the three formant locations and their bandwidth ranges in order to minimize analytic errors. The mid-hinge value can be calculated by the average of the first quantile (25%) and the third quantile (75%).
For the accurate and reliable comparison of the acoustic features extracted from different speakers, speaker dependent tendencies should be removed. In this paper, we proposed simple value comparison method for this parameter normalization step. First we set the acoustic features extracted from every speaker in the emotional state of neutral as baseline values. And then we compared the differences between baseline values and corresponding acoustic features of different four emotions. Following Table  3 and Table 4 show the extracted two prosody related features and six voice quality related features for Korean sentences "예" and "아니오" respectively. The "file name" column both in Table 3 and Table 4 In order to identify dominant emotional acoustic cues for each emotion, we performed discriminant analyses for each group of '예' and '아니요'. Eight acoustic cures such as f0, intensity, F1, F2, F3, B1, B2, and B3 were used as independent variables and four types of emotion were used as grouping variables for discriminant analyses.
Praat (Boersma and Weenink, 2005) was used to extract two prosody cues and six voice quality cues from sixty pieces of speech, and SPSS 16.0 was used for the statistical analyses.
Discriminant Analysis for '예'
Generally, for the discriminant analysis, only two types of grouping variables should be appeared in the data. But in this paper, we had four types of grouping variables, such as anger, fear, joy, and sadness. Therefore, we divided discriminant analyses for '예' and '아니요' into four sub-analyses steps respectively. Consequently, for the discriminant analysis for '예' we performed four sub-analyses, like anger vs others, fear vs others, joy vs others, and sadness vs others.
Tables in Figure 1 indicate discriminant analysis results of the emotional state of anger. The canonical correlation value in the first table indicates the overall performance of the acquired discriminant function. And second table shows the classification results done by acquired discriminant function. In this case, the function achieved 66.7% of classification acceptance rate. Third table shows the dominant emotional acoustic cues sorted in order. From the analysis result, we noticed that f0, which is well known for playing an important role for emotional speech generation, is not useful for the discrimination of anger from other emotions. On the other hand, we found that intensity, 2nd bandwidth, and 1st bandwidth information are the dominant acoustic cues for the emotional state of anger.
Fig. 1 Analysis results of anger
Canonical correlation value for fear is 0.438, joy is 0.671, and sadness is 0.777. Following tables in Figure 2 indicate the dominant emotional acoustic cues for fear, joy and sadness.
From these results, we can conclude that each emotion has distinctive order of dominant emotional acoustic cues.
Classification Following tables in Figure 3 indicate the sequence of dominant acoustic cues for anger, fear, joy, and sadness in order.
Similar to the result of discriminant analysis for '예', each emotion has distinct sequence of acoustic cues. But we can find a weak tendency between analysis results for '예' and '아니요'. For the emotional state of anger, first two dominant acoustic cues for '예' and '아니요' are same as intensity and 2nd bandwidth. And for sadness, intensity and f0 appeared in the top of the list. But for the emotional state of fear, we can only find 2nd bandwidth information in common. Numerical analysis of this tendency will be discussed in Section 4.
Canonical Correlation value for anger is 0.885, fear is 0.659, joy is 0.501, and sadness is 0.715. Also classification rate for anger is 100%, fear is 77.8%, joy is 61.1%, and sadness is 77.8%. For the numerical representation of the relation we roughly found in Section 3, we assigned accumulative values for every sequence of acoustic cue. For example, acoustic cue 'intensity' in Figure 1 will ranked as 8, 'B2' as 7, 'B1' as 6, and so on. Every sequence of acoustic cue shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3 also marked with appropriate values. As we discussed in Section 3, the emotional states of anger, fear, and sadness formulate their distinct sequence of acoustic cues. And with the help of numerical representation, now we can estimate distinct sequence of acoustic cues for joy as well. Because the maximum value for each case is 8 and the minimum value is 1, we can regard acoustic cue whose numeric representation is more than 12 (third qunatile, 75%) as a dominant acoustic cue.
Based on the observation of these analyzed results, we can conclude that anger has a close relation with intensity level and 2nd bandwidth range, whereas joy has a relation with the position of 2nd and 3rd formant values and intensity level. Also sadness has a strong relation with prosody cues (intensity and f0) rather than voice quality cues, but fear has a relation with pitch level and 2nd formant value with its bandwidth range.
Ⅴ. Conclusion
In this paper, we examined the role of emotional acoustic cues including both prosody and voice quality parameters for the modification of a word sense. For the extraction of prosody parameters and voice quality parameters, we used 60 pieces of speech data spoken by six speakers with five different emotional states. We analyzed eight different emotional acoustic cues, and used a discriminant analysis technique in order to find the dominant sequence of acoustic cues according to the different emotional states.
As a result, we found distinct sequences of acoustic cues for four different emotional states. These findings can be used as the guideline for fine-tuning an emotional spoken language generation system, because these distinct sequences of acoustic cues reveal the subtle characteristics of each emotional state.
Further analyses of emotional speech data are necessary, taking into account various speakers, speaking environment, and speaking styles. And more organized evaluation and interpretation strategies are essentially needed for further work. Joy  F2  12  Intensity  11  F3  11  f0  10  B1  9  B3  9  B2  6  F1  4   Sadness  Intensity  16  f0  13  F1  8  B2  8  F2  7  B1  7  F3  6  B3  6 
